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Abstract 

In order to study a (terrestrial or oceanic) field area, scientists need first to design a sampling strategy. At first, when nothing is 
known about this field, there is no other choice than to sample as much as possible wherever it is possible. Then, as something 
become known about some properties of the field, it becomes possible to use mathematical equations to design a scientifically 
sound sampling strategy based upon the various constraints (aimed accuracy, number of samples/measurements, etc.), of the 
study. Based upon available sea-surface salinity and sea-surface temperature data, this work shows a practical and simple way 
to design a sampling strategy with known accuracy for total CO2 and total alkalinity measurements in sea-surface waters. The 
results indicate the need to continue to sample the sea-surface waters but with specific designs of sampling strategy to reach 
the scientific objectives with known maximum error.  
     
Keywords: Underway Measurements; Sampling Strategy; Interpolation Error

Introduction

In order to prepare a cruise to study total alkalinity (AT) 
and total CO2 (CT), it is essential to determine the minimum 
number of samples to be measured (on board and/or on 
shore). In order to do so, it is necessary to precisely know 
the constraints in terms of the maximum number of samples 
measurable (number limited by the number of sample 
bottles and/or time of measurement of each sample), and 
of the maximum interpolation error required to achieve the 
scientific objectives (with which accuracy do processes need 
to be known to be scientifically meaningful?).

The objective of this work is to show, based upon an 
example using available in situ data sets, that it is possible 
to scientifically (with known uncertainty) design a sampling 
strategy. For instance, here, we will assume we are planning 
to sample surface seawater along a cruise track between 
Hobart (Tasmania) and Dumont D’Urville (Antarctica), for 
AT and CT measurements in the SubAntarctic and Antarctic 
waters. Such approach is, of course, applicable as well to 

vertical profiles as at stations when sampling throughout a 
water column.

Thus, as for any scientific work, the first thing to do is to 
find out from previous studies, the order of magnitude of the 
properties of these surface seawaters as well as their spatial 
and temporal variabilities. It is also important to determine 
if some properties can be related to others.

In our example, although the ocean area studied is a rough 
one with difficult access, repeated measurements performed 
each year at the same period (austral summer) allowed 
Brandon M, et al. to determine a relationship between AT 
and sea-surface salinity (SSS) and sea-surface temperature 
(SST), as well as a relationship between CT and SSS, SST and 
the atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 (which takes into 
account the temporal rise of anthropogenic carbon).

Such relationships are particularly important since 
AT and CT cannot be sampled/measured at the same high 
rate of the SST and SSS measurements. Thus, in general 
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such relationships may allow scientists to gain significant 
knowledge about AT and CT properties in areas where they 
cannot be measured but where SSS and SST are known.

Consequently, here, to determine the number of samples 
to be collected for AT and CT measurements in the Antarctic and 
SubAntarctic surface waters, it is essential to fully understand 
the SST and SSS properties as well as their variability’s. For 
instance, recently, based upon detailed previous studies [1, 
2], Gugliemi V, et al. [3] further showed that over the transect 
Hobart - Dumont D’Urville the SSS variability is usually much 
higher than that of SST, especially in the SubAntarctic area. 
Consequently, SST and SSS properties should ideally be best 
sampled separately (not simultaneously), with less SST 
measurements than SSS ones.

Here, using these same underway 2010 SSS and SST data 
sets with the knowledge of both AT and T as functions of SSS 
and SST, we will show how to design appropriate sampling 
patterns for AT and CT according to the accuracies of the 
different properties to be studied. We will then compare 
these results with the measured properties.

Materials and Methods

Data Sets

Here, as example, we use the archived (February 19-23, 
2010) data set of sea-surface (at around 5m) SSS and SST 
[3]. These data are part of the SURVOSTRAL program [4]. 
They were measured when the supply ship “l’Astrolabe” was 
sailing from Hobart, Tasmania (43°S 147°E) to the French 
Antarctic base Dumont D’Urville (66°S, 140°E). These 
thermosalinograph (TSG) data recorded every minute are 
freely available [5,6].

As a reminder SSS was measured with an accuracy of ± 
0.005 [1]. According to the manufacturer SST was measured 
with an accuracy of ± 0.001°C.

Figure 1 shows the result of the February 2010, 5978 
measurements of these two properties (SST, SSS) along the 
cruise track from Hobart (Tasmania) to Dumont D’Urville 
(Antarctica) within the latitudinal interval [46.2°S - 64.1°S], 
corresponding to the SubAntarctic and Antarctic regions.

Figure 1: SST(°C) and SSS measured every minute as a function of latitude between 46.2°S and 64.1°S.

Method

In order to determine appropriate sampling patterns for 
underway surface ocean measurements of AT and CT, here 
we will need to combine two sets of equations; ones from 
Brandon M, et al. [7], which provide the relationships of AT as 
a function of SSS and SST, and of CT also as a function of SSS, 
SST, and the atmospheric CO2 fugacity (fCO2

atm), and others 
from Davis D, et al. [8], that provide a way to determine the 
position of the samples to be collected.
 

Thus, below we remind briefly the main equations of 
Brandon M, et al.  [7], as well as those of Davis D, et al. [8]. Then 
in the following section we provide a concrete application of 

these equations to determine appropriate sampling patterns 
for the CO2/carbonate properties.

Equations from Brandon M, et al. 

Within this ocean area, using data from the years 2005 
through 2019, the authors Brandon M, et al. [7] showed that 
as a mean over these years, total alkalinity ( )mean

TA  and total 
CO2 ( )mean

TC  concentrations, can be quantified with simple 
multi-linear functions of sea-surface temperature (SST) and 
salinity (SSS), as follows:

mean mean mean mean
TA = a + b *SSS + c *SST             (1)

https://medwinpublishers.com/IJOAC/
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with amean = 762.69; bmean = 45.28; cmean = -2.15 (for both the 
SubAntarctic and Antarctic regions; [46.2°; 64.1°S]) with an 
AT RMSE of 6,8 μmol.kg-1.

And

( )mean mean mean mean mean atm
T 2C = a + b *SSS + c *SST + d * fCO - 280      (2)

With amean=1431.45; bmean=20.68; cmean=-10.45; dmean=0.56 for 
the SubAntarctic region ([46.2°S; 53.5°S]) with a CT RMSE of 
8,9μmol.kg-1,

With amean=-269.74; bmean=70.42; cmean=-6.27; dmean=0.51 for 
the Antarctic region ([53.5°S; 64.1°S]) with a CT RMSE of 
8,5μmol.kg-1.

Equations from Davis D, et al. 

Based upon the fact that a maximum error function 
can be determined from both the spacing and variability 
functions of a signal, one has to calculate the variability 
function and adjust the spacing function to minimize the 
maximum error function.

Variability Function

By definition, the signal variability (VarY(X)), of a signal 
Y as a function of X, is similar to the second derivative of the 
signal and can be calculated as:

( ) ] [+ + - - + - )VarY X =2* Y/ X - Y/ X / X+([ ]) ( X∆ ∆ ∆ ∆∆ ∆      (3) 

with + - + -
i+1 i i i-1 i+1 i i i-1Y=Y –Y ; Y=Y –Y ; X=X –X ; X=X –X∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ; 

for i= 2, …,N-1
Where the first “i” starts at the second measured point, up to 
the one before last.

Maximum Error Functions

The maximum error of interpolation of a regular sampling 
pattern of N samples points in an interval [XsI, XeI] is given 
by:
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Where MaxBndY(X) represents the maximum of the bound 
(BndY(X)) of the variability function.

The maximum error of interpolation of a semi-balanced 

error sampling pattern of N samples points in an interval 
[XsI, XeI ] is given by:
 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2
2MaxErrBal , , 1/ 8 1 .  dX

Xel

Xsl
I BndN Xs Y XI Xe N= − 

  ∫  

(5)
Sample Size

Reversely, using these above Equations (2&3), it is 
possible to determine the minimum number of samples 
(sample size) needed to reach an aimed maximum 
interpolation error (MaxErrY) within a given interval [XsI , 
XeI].

Where there is a constant bound (CstBnd) of the signal 
variability function, the number of samples can be calculated 
from Equation 2 as:

( )

( )

SampleSizeEven MaxErrY,Cst , ,

–   . 1
8*MaxErrY

Bnd XsI XeI

CstBndXeI XsI +

=
       (6)

Where the bound of the signal variability function varies, the 
number of samples can be calculated from Eq.3 as:

( )
( )

1SampleSizeBal MaxErrY
*

,
8

,

Xel

XslXsI XeI
BndY X dX

MaxErrY
== +∫

 
(7)

Sample Locations

Within an interval where the bound of the signal 
variability is constant, the samples will be evenly distributed 
along the x axis. And within an interval where the bound of 
the signal variability varies, the samples will be distributed 
according to the following “Distribute” function:

( )( ) { }i 0 i M-1Distribute M, A x  = x  i=0,…, M-1, x  = a x b = x    ≤ ≤  
(8)

Such that A(xi+1) - A(xi) = (A(b) – A(a))/(M-1), with i = 0, …, 
M-1.
Where M represents the number of points to be distributed 
within the interval [a, b],

 and ( )A(x)  dt
x

a
BndY t= ∫ in this interval [a, b].

 
Results and Discussion

In order to determine the variability of the AT and CT 
over the latitudes 46.2°S through 64.1°S, the first step is to 
calculate AT

mean and CT
mean from equations 1 and 2, respectively.

https://medwinpublishers.com/IJOAC/
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Figure 2: Calculated AT
mean (μmol.kg-1) and CT

mean(μmol.kg-1) from equations 1 and 2, respectively, as a function of latitude 
between 46.2°S and 64.1°S (from the SubAntarctic to the Antarctic areas)

These results (Figure 2) are then used to compute their 
variability (eq. 3; Figures 3 & 4) and to determine their 

variability bounds (Figures 3 & 4).

 

Figure 3: Variability and variability bounds for AT
mean as a function of latitude South, a) full AT variability scale, b) zoom on the 

AT variability scale.
 

Figure 4: Variability and variability bounds for CT
mean as a function of latitude South, a) full CT variability scale, b) zoom on the 

CT variability scale.
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Since AT in surface seawater is mainly related to salinity, 
its variability closely follows that of salinity. The variability 
of CT also follows that of SSS but is significantly mitigated by 
that of SST.

Thus, the variability bounds are:

BndAT
mean(L) = {[46.2, 95000], [46.8, 95000], [46.85, 

2500000], [47.1, 2500000], [48.0, 40000], [50.5, 40000], 
[51.2,75000], [52.5, 62000], [53.2, 14000], [60.5, 14000], 
[60.8, 30000], [64.1, 40000]},

and

BndCT
mean(L) = {[46.2, 64000], [46.9, 64000], [46.93, 

1170000], [46.96, 1170000], [46.98, 67000], [49.25, 67000], 
[49.7,104000], [51.3, 116000], [53.2, 33000], [60.0, 33000], 
[62.3, 65000], [64.1, 65000]}.

As expected, the variability bounds of AT and CT are 
significantly different. However, in very particular cases 
they may be similar. Yet, the shapes of these bounds are 
relatively similar, with a minimum (for both AT and CT) in 
the latitudinal area [53.2°S - 60.0°S], in the Antarctic zone 
[9,10].
 

Determination of the Aimed Maximum 
Interpolation Error

Knowing that the accuracy of the AT measurements at 
sea is 3.5μmol.kg-1, a reasonable maximum interpolated 
error could be 3.3μmol.kg-1, such that the maximum total 
error over the whole transect would be 6.8μmol.kg-1, similar 
to the RMSE of AT

mean.

Similarly, knowing that the accuracy of the CT 
measurements at sea is 2.7μmol.kg-1, a maximum interpolated 
error could be up to 5.8μmol.kg-1, such that the maximum 
total error over the whole transect would be 8.5μmol.kg-1, 
similar to the RMSE of CT

mean.

Of course, the choice of the aimed maximum interpolated 
error could be different according to the given objectives 
of the scientific studies. For instance, local process studies 
in ocean acidification [11-14] would require much more 
smaller errors than global modeling studies [15-18].

Determination of the Minimum Sample Size

Within the latitudinal interval [46.2°S; 64.1°S], the 
minimum sample size for AT measurements, determined using 
eq.7 for a maximum interpolation error of 3.3μmol.kg-1, is 
831. Table 1 summarizes the results assuming different aimed 
interpolation errors from 1μmol.kg-1 to 4μmol.kg-1.

Latitudinal interval N SSS & SST measured
N for an Aimed AT Maximum Interpolation Error (μmol.kg-1)
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.3 3.4 4

42.2°S -64.1°S 5978 1508 1232 1067 954 871 831 818 755
Table 1: Number of samples required to reach an aimed AT

mean maximum interpolation error.

These results indicate that according to the aimed AT 
maximum interpolation error, the number of samples for AT 
measurements can be between 4 and 7 times less than that 
of the SSS and SST measurements. Yet, this represents a lot 
of samples, more than 4.5 times the number of AT samples 
measured (185) during the 2010 cruise.

Within the latitudinal interval [46.2°S; 64.1°S], the 
minimum sample size for CT measurements, determined using 
eq.7 for a maximum interpolastion error of 5.8μmol.kg-1, is 
619. Table 2 summarizes the results assuming different aimed 
interpolation errors from 2.5μmol.kg-1 to 6μmol.kg-1.

Latitudinal Interval N SSS & SST 
Measured

N for an Aimed CT Maximum Interpolation Error (μmol.kg-1)
2.5 3 3.5 4 5 5.5 5.8 6

42.2°S - 64.1°S 5978 942 860 796 745 667 636 619 609
Table 2: Number of samples required to reach an aimed CT

mean maximum interpolation error.
 

These results show that for an identical given aimed 
maximum interpolation error for both AT and CT properties, 
the number of sample collected should be slightly different. 
For example, for an aimed maximum error of 3μmol.kg-1, 871 
and 860 samples should be collected for AT and CT, respectively. 
Yet, such numbers of samples are still very high.

Determination of the Sample Positions

Since often a single sample (or duplicate samples at the 
same location) will be collected for AT and CT measurements, 
the computation of the sample position should be performed 
for the property which requires the higher number of 

https://medwinpublishers.com/IJOAC/
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samples. Thus, this later property will be correctly sampled 
to reach its aimed interpolation error, while the other 
property will be over sampled and will have an interpolation 
error even smaller than its aimed interpolation error.

Here, in this example, the higher number of samples to 
reach the aimed accuracy of AT and CT, is that of AT. Hence, we 

will use the bound BndAT
mean(L) to perform the computation 

of the samples positions.
 
Thus, using equation  8 with ( )A(x)  dL

x

a
BndATmean L= ∫ , 

the sample positions for the AT and CT measurements are 
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Latitudinal position of the 831 samples needed to reach the aimed maximum error of 3.3μmol.kg-1 for AT interpolation.
 

Figure 6: Number of samples required for AT measurements within each degree of latitude. 

This sampling pattern distribution reflects the 
amplitudes of the variability bound. Since the largest 
variability bound is observed within the latitudinal interval 
[46.8°S; 48°S], the smallest sample spacing is within this 
interval.

Given the above sample distribution, the number of 

samples required for AT measurements within each degree 
of latitude is shown in Figure 6.

Now, if samples for AT and CT can be collected 
independently, the sample position can be also calculated 
using equation 8 with  ( )A(x)  dL

x

a
BndCTmean L= ∫ . The 

result is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Latitudinal position of the 619 samples needed to reach the aimed maximum error of 5.8μmol.kg-1 for CT interpolation.
 

Figure 8: Number of samples required for CT measurements within each degree of latitude.

Given the above sample distribution, the number of 
samples required for CT measurements within each degree 
of latitude is shown in Figure 8.

Note here the significant difference with the AT sampling 
pattern especially in the [46.8°S - 48°S] interval in which CT 
variability is very low compared with that of AT.

This above example assumes there is no constraint 
on the number of samples to be collected and measured. 
However, in practice, the number of samples/measurements 
is often a real constraint. For instance, the number of sample 
within this latitudinal interval ([46.2°S - 64.1°S]) during the 
2010 cruise was limited to 185.

Thus, let’s assume that only 185 samples for AT and CT 
measurements could be collected over this latitude range 
[46.2°S; 64.1°S]. Where should they be collected?

In this case, at best, if the samples were appropriately 
distributed as shown below, the maximum interpolated 
error for AT will be (from eq. 5) 67μmol.kg-1.

 
Then, using equation 8 also with the same

( )A(x)  dL
x

a
BndATmean L= ∫ , but with M = 185 instead of 

831, the sample positions would be as represented in Figure 
9.
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Figure 9: Latitudinal position for the 185 samples for AT measurements.

Figure 10: Number of samples within each degree of latitude required for AT measurements for a limited total of 185 samples.

Given the above sample distribution for the 185 samples 
for AT measurements, the number of samples within each 
degree of latitude is shown in Figure 10.

In practice, the samples are quasi-evenly spaced and in 
such case the maximum interpolation error (without taking 
into account the high variability around 47°S), which should 
then be calculated by equation 4, is 118μmol.kg-1.

In other words, we do know relatively accurately AT 
(or CT) at the measured points but between two measured 
points the uncertainty can be extremely large, which prevent 
scientists to reliably (with known uncertainty) analyze the 
data to improve their studies.

 
This may be a significant issue, in particular for all 

modeling studies which are required to interpolate the 
measured data to their specific model grid [15-18].

For the sake of the discussion and to further show the 
influence of the accuracy of both the determination of AT 
and CT as multilinear functions of salinity and temperature, 
below we used the measured AT and CT data during this 2010 
MINERVE cruise [19-21], to determine the constants for the 
AT

2010 and CT
2010 relationships.

Thus, if we use only the 2010 data sets, using the same 
type of equations (1&2) as Brandon M, et al. (2022), the 
results are:

AT
2010 = a2010 + b2010*SSS + c2010*SST                  (9)

https://medwinpublishers.com/IJOAC/
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with a2010 = 529.00; b2010 = 52.38; c2010 = -2.93 for both the 
SubAntarctic and Antarctic regions [46.2°; 64.1°S] with an AT 
RMSE of 3,2μmol.kg-1,

and
CT

2010 = a2010 + b2010*SSS + c2010*SST                 (10)

with a2010 = 2476.45; b2010 = -9.23; c2010 = -7.07 for the 
SubAntarctic and Antarctic regions [46.2°S; 64.1°S] with a CT 
RMSE of 4,0 μmol.kg-1.

Note that here, for a single year fCO2
atm is constant, and 

thus the term d*(fCO2
atm - 280) from eq. 2, is a constant 

included in the constant a2010. Also, note that only one 
(instead of two) set of constants is determined for both 
the SubAntarctic and Antarctic areas (thus avoiding any 
discontinuity between them).

These results for a single year (2010) show RMSE of 
both AT

2010 and CT
2010 quasi-identical to the accuracy of the 

AT and CT measurements on board. These excellent results, 
not only valid the accuracy of the measurements of the four 
properties AT, CT, SST and SSS, but also valid the form of the 
relationships (eq. 1&2), which indicates that AT and CT in 
surface seawater are simple multi-linear functions of SSS and 
SST. 

Figure 11: Differences CT
mean – CT

2010 and AT
mean – AT

2010 as function of latitudes South.

Figure 11 shows the small difference both between AT
mean 

and AT
2010 and between CT

mean and CT
2010.

Thus, for AT the differences indicate that compared with 
AT

mean, AT
2010 is shifted by + 2μmol.kg-1 and vary by +/- 2μmol.

kg-1 decreasing with Southward latitudes. While for CT the 
differences (CT

mean- CT
2010), remain within +/- 4μmol.kg-1 in 

the Antarctic region. In the SubAntarctic area CT
2010 is shifted 

by - 5μmol.kg-1 with larger differences (+/- 7μmol.kg-1) 
compared with CT

mean.

Thus, in order to take full advantage of the good accuracy 
of both, the measurements and the interpolations, it is 
essential to judiciously choose the locations of the samples 
and to accurately define the dependence of AT and CT with 
SSS and SST. The fulfillment of these conditions will open the 
route to significant progresses in data analyses.

Conclusions

The first thing about sampling the ocean is to sample 
it anyway you can to get an idea of the behavior of its 
variability, and to see if the shape of the variability over the 

region sampled is consistent. If it is not consistent, then all 
you can continue to do, is to sample it as much as you can 
wherever you can.

Once a consistent variability is known, then it is possible 
to sample more efficiently and more scientifically using semi-
balanced error sampling. Semi-balanced error sampling 
provides samples of the data field that can be used to 
interpolate the value of the data field at points not sampled 
with a more uniform accuracy, which has greater scientific 
value and usefulness than a sample where the interpolation 
error is unknown or is highly variable.

The chief property of the data variability, or a bound of its 
absolute value over the region to be sampled, is that its shape 
determines the shape of a balanced sample pattern. This 
follows from the Sample Error Theorem. The sample spacing 
for a balanced error sample is low where the variability is 
high. Or more simply, the sampling rate is high where the 
variability is high. That is what balances the error and makes 
it uniform. This relationship is scale invariant. Multiply the 
bound by a constant and the shape of the balanced error 
pattern stays the same.

https://medwinpublishers.com/IJOAC/
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However, there is also a relationship between the 
maximum error of a balanced sample pattern and its size 
(number of samples) that is determined by the magnitude 
of the variability and its bound, not just its shape. This is 
one of the precise results of the mathematical analysis. This 
has great scientific usefulness, since knowing a bound on 
the magnitude of data variability, a scientist can determine 
beforehand how many samples have to be taken to achieve a 
given maximum interpolation error. This assumes of course 
that the sample pattern is a semi-balanced error pattern.

It should be emphasized that if two properties have the 
same shape of variability (such as temperature and salinity 
in our examples), they are good candidates to be measured 
together even if their magnitudes of variability are very 
different. But of course, they cannot be efficiently measured 
together unless their sample sizes are the same or almost 
the same. But their sample sizes are determined by the 
requirement for interpolation accuracy (or a maximum bound 
on sample error), which is determined by the magnitude of 
their variability. Their requirements for accuracy may be 
on very different scales, so unless their magnitudes differ in 
the same way as their required accuracy scales, it will not be 
possible to efficiently measure them together.

A final principle is the fact that the more you sample a 
data field accurately using semi-balanced error samples, the 
more you know about the variability and thus the more you 
can improve the accuracy of your sampling. Basically, this 
methodology improves on itself every time it is used, because 
its improved accuracy enables further improvement. And all 
of these principles are backed by specific tools of analysis.

One of the most common error in ocean data sampling is 
that all the different measurements are often taken at the same 
even rate, but the requirement that their variability shapes and 
magnitudes be compatible is not even known, and therefore 
ignored. As a result, the use of such data for interpolation may 
lead to unknown results.

 These simple principles form the basis of a practical 
scientific approach to sampling all backed by a rigorous 
mathematical foundation and results.
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